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Editorial on the Research Topic

Voting From Abroad

The questions of emigrant political participation and political representation are increasingly
relevant. As Kapur (2014) rightly points out, “the history of humanity, starting from its
antecedents in Africa, is a history of migration.” However, migrants maintaining ties to various
places, creating new patterns of belonging is a more recent phenomena, linked with technological
advancements and faster movements of global migration. Globalisation and European integration
have led to an increased personal mobility across national borders, which in turn has highlighted
questions about national belonging (Aksel, 2014). The traditional assumption of domestic politics to
be exclusively decided within the borders of the nation state is also challenged by the notion that
communities have extended beyond state boundaries (Dahlin and Hironaka, 2008).

This is exemplified by the fact that the number of countries having adopted policies which allow
non-resident citizens to take part in homeland elections from abroad has increased greatly in the last
few decades. Currently, around 130 countries allow voting from abroad (see e.g., Lafleur, 2013;
Himmelroos and Peltoniemi, 2021). While the conditions for the exercise of external electoral rights,
the degree to which these rights are exercised, and the relative weights of emigrants in the national
polity vary widely, the trend is nonetheless clear. External voting rights are on the rise throughout
democratic and non-democratic regimes. The trend reflects both the extent of emigration and the
greater awareness that emigrants maintain ties with their countries of origin.

While emigrant voting rights are viewed by some as an important part of the wave of suffrage
reforms, for others they are a contested development that rupture the essence of democracy by
breaking the link between citizenship and residence (Reidy). In this Research Topic, Umpierrez de
Reguero et al. analyze the nexus between political regimes and external voting rights. Interesting
mechanisms are revealed: In democracies with a relatively large diaspora size, emigrant
enfranchisement is neither broadcasted nor implemented. On the other hand, the autocracies
illustrate that when the diaspora favors the incumbency, external voting rights are extended;
otherwise, they are withheld or limited for non-resident citizens. Ireland is a model example of
a democratic country with a large diaspora size. In this Research Topic, Reidy connects insights from
the emigrant voting literature with historical institutionalism to argue that the longstanding
avoidance of emigrant enfranchisement in the Republic of Ireland was overcome during the
Great Recession because of an economic imperative, the need for greater investment from the
emigrant community. Reidy mirrors the political factors to the economic and administrative viability
and finds that diaspora campaigners explicitly link economic engagement with political rights.

However, even after non-resident voters are provided with external voting rights, many open
questions remain. Is anyone representing non-resident citizens in the legislative process? What are
the added costs of voting? External voting rights do not merely include the institutional side,
i.e., having certain rights and duties associated with the institutional belonging, manifested in
citizenship law. As the six articles included in this Research Topic demonstrate, the electoral rights
are, while essential, only the first piece of the puzzle to enfranchise non-resident citizens. If electoral
rights are expected to be something more than a symbolic gesture, both the representativeness of the
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external electorate and the convenience of voting need to be
considered. External voting rights are concrete only if non-
resident voters have genuine possibilities to participate, costs
of voting are diminished to minimum, voting is not only
symbolic, but non-resident voters are represented in the
legislative process and trust the political and state institutions.
Drawing from Pitkin’s (1967) theoretical work, Makkonen
explores non-resident Finnish citizens’ political representation.
In their research report, Makkonen asks if there are any MPs like
the external voters (descriptive representation) or if someone is
acting for the expatriate Finns (substantive representation). In
their article, Vento analyzes the political trust of migrants and
residents by comparing the trust in Finnish political and state
institutions of emigrated Swedish-speaking Finns, and Swedish-
speaking Finns living in Finland. Vento presents intriguing
results which show that emigrants have on average
significantly higher homeland political trust, than those living
in Finland.While it is not surprising that citizens emigrating from
a Nordic welfare state would have high opinions of the welfare
system in their homeland, it is worth noting that the vast majority
of the emigrated Swedish-speaking Finns live in other Nordic
welfare states and other countries with highly developed welfare
services.

Two articles in this Research Topic draw empirical data from
the Finnish elections in 2019, as postal voting was for the first
time introduced for voters residing abroad. Wass et al. study the
experiences from the postal voting in 2019 parliamentary
elections in Finland. They suggest that whereas trust in the
integrity of postal voting was quite high, various efforts
needed from individual voters substantially increased the costs

of postal voting. These themes are further studied as Weide
explores the introduction of the postal vote from the grassroots
perspective. Weide studies how safeguarding ballot secrecy was
resolved in Finland in the policy implementation by the witness
requirement, and how the individual voters subsequently applied it.
Weide finds that according to the voters’ accounts of the act of
voting, the adopted method for underlining the importance of ballot
secrecy in the Finnish overseas postal voting systemmade little sense
for many voters. While they effectively practice ballot secrecy, many
voters fail to demonstrate this to the witnesses they were supposed to
convince.

Whereas the field of transnational electoral studies is still
relatively novel, the increased cross-border mobility and
supranational political engagement have added a new layer of
complexity to individual experiences. With more citizens living
and working outside of their home country and new technologies
making it ever easier for emigrants to participate in the homeland
politics, the topic of emigrant voting is highly relevant. Whereas
the first step of external voting rights is the actual legal right to
participate, the enfranchisement, it is not the only factor in
external voting rights. Both representativeness in the legislative
process and convenience of voting are essential for political
inclusion and crucial when evaluating the success of
enfranchisement.
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